Dispatch Products is a dedicated supplier of custom designed ergonomic furniture systems for the Public safety market.

Furniture types include:
- Fixed and lift workstations with separate keyboard support with height and tilt.
- 90 degree corner workstations with single surface or dual surfaces.
- Straight (rectangular) workstations with single or dual surfaces.
- Cockpit style workstations with single or dual surfaces.
SCOPE
Provide and install ten sit-to-stand dispatch workstations and one custom printer cabinet with two rotary files.

FEATURES
- B.I.F.M.A. height range of 22” – 48” above the floor.
- Lift capacity of 720 pounds.
- Anti collision safety both directions.
- Flat panel mounting arcs arranged in a four-over-four configuration on sliding trays for adjustable focal distance.
- Two story CPU cabinets with front and rear access, two fan trays and pull out shelves.
- Side surfaces with mobile drawer pedestals.
- One walking treadmill position.
- Personal desk top fan.
- Personal floor heater with remote thermostat.
SCOPE
Supply and install twelve (12) dispatch workstations and one Supervisor position as shown in the floor plan with future expansion to twenty two (22) positions.

FEATURES
B.I.F.M.A. height range of 22” – 48”.
Lift capacity of 720 pounds with anti collision safety.
Constant radius flat panel mounting arcs with two over four monitors on sliding tray for focal length adjustment.
Anti microbial laminate.
Leg space 62” wide by 40” deep.

OPTIONS
Second tier shelf with space for three rack mounts or letter trays.
Recessed LED lighting in shelf.
Personal desk top fan
Personal floor heater with remote thermostat
Treadmill desk
Status Lights
LED gooseneck task light
Storage modules
  - Open for manuals
  - Closed with door
  - Open with adj. shelf

PUBLIC SAFETY WORKSTATIONS SINCE 1991
SCOPE
Supply and install eight Cockpit type workstations as four position clusters with large monitor supports in cluster center.

FEATURES
B.I.F.M.A. height range of 22” – 48” above the floor.
Lift capacity of 720 pounds
Anti collision safety both directions.
Constant radius flat panel mounting arc with six VESA mounts.
Focal Link arms for adjustable focal distance.
Second tier shelf with four 5.25” x 19” rack mounts and recessed lighting.
Front mount power hub with two AC outlets and two USB charge ports.
Floor mount CPU cabinets with front and rear access, fan tray and pull out shelves.
45” tall acoustic panel surround.
Personal desk top fan.
Personal floor heater with remote thermostat.